On the train – Assignments

Here, you can find assignments for the listening assignment “On the train”. You can write all your answers directly on this paper.

What is the state of the train when the automated message has just started to play?

- It is going to depart soon
- It has just started to move
- It will depart in two hours

Which of the following things are each seat equipped with?

- An adjustable seat light
- Outlets for connecting electrical appliances with UK plugs
- A vending machine

What does the seatbelt lamp do?

- Tell you whether you should put on your seatbelt or not
- Tell you if the train driver has the seatbelt on or not
- Tell you if there are staff moving between the train cars or not

How can I get non-urgent help on the train? (pick two options)

- Contact the train staff using a black telephone located in each car
- Ask one of the staff members that are frequently moving between the cars
- Call the train support line